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G 3 0 0  P R O 
G   S E R I E S   N E W   F L A G S H I P    M O D E L 

The G300 Pro is the new flagship model of the iconic G Series, a boutique-style guitar with modern enhancements that 

represents the best of what Cort can offer to meet the needs for superb playability, sonic versatility and aesthetic design. 

Features include a top-grade American Basswood body with 6mm (1/4”) maple top, roasted maple neck and fretboard 

with Luminlay side dot inlays, stainless steel frets, and two Seymour Duncan® humbuckers that are paired with our 5-

way pickup selector for excellent versatility in tone making. And for the first time ever for the G Series, the G300 Pro 

comes with full 24 frets, making it a truly modern guitar for the players enjoying soloing in the higher fret positions. 



American Basswood Body  

with 6mm (1/4”) Maple Top   

This proven wood combination for modern 

type guitars provides a balanced and rich 

midrange tone from the American Basswood 

body with bright sparkle from the maple top, 

enabling the guitar to cut through the mix 

with the tone that is optimized for lead solo 

playing. 

Seymour Duncan® SH2N & TB4 Humbucker   

The Seymour Duncan TB4 bridge humbucker and SH2N 

neck humbucker combined with a special 5-way wiring 

present all of the great modern and classic humbucker 

tones and two exceptional single-coil sounds for 

unmatched versatility with a clean and simple control 

layout. From over-the-top metal and shred to jazzy 

warmth and sparkling clean, the sounds are always 

musical with clarity as well as depth. 

Custom Wired Electronics   

The simple yet versatile control layout provides all the sounds the player needs while allowing the player to focus on 

playing and making music. The 5-way switch is custom-wired to provide glassy and sparkling single-coil sounds in the 2nd 

and 4th positions as well as the full-bodied and powerful humbucker sounds in the bridge, middle and neck positions. 
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Roasted Maple Neck & Fingerboard   

By treating the maple wood in an oxygen-

free oven at a high temperature, the wood 

stabilizes and develops a golden-brownish 

look for enhanced stability as well as a more 

vintage look and big bolder tone. 

Stainless Steel Frets   

Stainless steel frets boast excellent 

resistance to corrosion. The wide and tall 

fret-type offers a quick response, good 

articulation when playing chords and a 

clear tone when playing single notes. 

Compound Radius Fingerboard (12-16”)   

A deluxe feature for players who like to 

transition from easy chording on the low 

register to high-speed soloing and enhanced 

string-bending on the upper register, the 

compound radius facilitates easier playability so 

you can focus on your playing. 

Ergo-V Neck Profile   

The newly designed Ergo-V neck profile 

and shape provides more comfort at any 

position across the entire neck for 

enhanced playability. 

Luminlay Side Dots   

The Luminlay side dot position markers 

make it easy for players to see the 

fretboard position when performing on 

dark stages. 



Cort® Staggered Locking Tuners   

The Cort® staggered locking tuners provide 

excellent tuning stability as well as ease of tuning 

and string changes. A simple, elegant and efficient 

way of tuning, these tuners will allow you to focus 

on your playing. 

Cort® CFA-III Tremolo   

This uncompromising tremolo system features stainless steel 

saddles, solid machined steel block, and steel baseplate to 

provide greatly improved sustain, faster and punchier pick 

attack and a more coherent and balanced fundamental tone. 

The recessed tremolo bridge allows for pull-ups to raise the 

pitch as well as pushing down for lowering the pitch, providing 

further tremolo versatility. 

Spoke Nut Hotrod Truss Rod   

The spoke nut Hotrod truss rod ensures smooth and precise 

setting of the neck bow. Often overlooked by many guitarists, 

the neck bow (or relief) is very critical for the best possible 

playability. This spoke nut truss rod adjustment feature allows 

the player to dial in the exact amount of neck bow depending 

the player’s technique and playing style. 

Graph Tech® Black TUSQ® Nut 

Preferred by many guitar makers and players for 

rich tone and sustain, the TUSQ® is an advanced 

polymer that's formed under high heat and 

pressure for uniform density. It's designed to 

transfer string energy more efficiently, and to 

make guitars come alive with enhanced 

harmonics, volume and sustain.  



The new G280 Select is a revamped follow 

up of the previously popular G280DX, with 

newly added pearloid pickguard, Rosewood 

fingerboard, and Voiced Tone VTH-77 hot 

humbucker with metal cover for that 

boutique high-grade looks and solid build 

quality. Designed with the best possible 

playability and sonic performance in mind, 

the G280 Select comprises of Alder body 

with Flame Maple top and HSS pickup 

configurations for a versatile sound that can 

be used for both classic and modern musical 

genres. 

SELECT 
G280   



Alder body with Flamed Maple Top 

The Alder body provides a warm and full-bodied tone while the Flame Maple top not only adds beauty but tightens 

up the overall sound with strong high-midrange and brilliance.  

Cort® CFA-III Tremolo 

This uncompromising tremolo system 

features stainless steel saddles, solid 

machined steel block, and steel baseplate to 

provide greatly improved sustain, faster and 

punchier pick attack and a more coherent 

and balanced fundamental tone. The 

recessed tremolo bridge allows for pull-ups 

to raise the pitch as well as pushing down 

for lowering the pitch, providing further 

tremolo versatility. 

Voiced Tone VTS-63 & VTS-77 Pickup Sets 

Fatter and hotter sounding Voiced Tone VTH-77 bridge humbucker and VTS-63 single-coil pickups perfectly 

complement the big robust sonic characteristic of the guitar with modern clarity in clean settings and punchy bite 

with great sustain when engaged in overdrive and distortion settings. 



Ergo-V Neck Profile 

The newly designed Ergo-V neck profile and 

shape provides more comfort at any position 

across the entire neck for enhanced playability. 

Cort® Staggered Locking Tuners 

The Cort® staggered locking tuners provide 

excellent tuning stability as well as ease of 

tuning and string changes. A simple, elegant 

and efficient way of tuning, these tuners will 

allow you to focus on your playing. 

Compound Radius Fingerboard (12-16”) 

A deluxe feature for players who like to 

transition from easy chording on the low 

register to high-speed soloing and enhanced 

string-bending on the upper register, the 

compound radius facilitates easier playability so 

you can focus on your playing. 

Canadian Hard Maple Neck  

with Rosewood Fingerboard 

The combination of punchy midrange tone of 

solid Canadian hard Maple neck together with 

warm and rich tone of Rosewood has been used 

and proven by the legends as a classic. 
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For a long time, the X Series has represented 

Cort’s strong ambition to push the limits of 

conventional electric guitars, resulting in 

extraordinary instruments that often become the 

new standard of extreme guitars. With the 

introduction the new multi-utilitarian X700 

Mutility, Cort is pushing the limits even further 

with modern features like roasted maple neck and 

fretboard with 24.75” – 25.5” multi-scale frets, 

Luminlay markers on side of the neck and 

fretboard, a new improved body contour, and 

Fishman® Fluence Modern Humbucker set with 2 

voice-select option. The X700 Mutility is sure to 

astonish and please guitar players that seek 

ultimate versatility and playability in a stylish 

package. 

X 7 0 0    
M U T I L I T Y 



Fishman® Fluence Modern Humbucker 

Original and totally re-imagined, Fishman Fluence pickups are free from the hum, noise and frustrating inductance 

issues that plague even the most coveted wire wound pickups— revealing pure, uncorrupted and musical tone. 

1 Volume & 1 Tone Push/Pull Knob with 3 Way Pickup Selector 

While maintaining a simple look, the ingenious push/pull function on both the volume and tone knob in combination 

with 3 way pickup selector unleashes the full potential of the Fishman® Fluence Modern Humbucker set. 

- Volume Knob Push/Pull: Voice1/Voice2 

- Tone Knob Push/Pull: Full Humbucker/Coil-Split 

Individual Hardtail Bridge 

Individual hardtail bridge unit for each 

string that feeds through the body results in 

greatly improved sustain, superb string 

separation for greater articulation and 

precise intonation. 



Maple and Ash Top 

on Mahogany Body 

The combination of maple and ash top 

on a mahogany body ensures a great 

balance between warm yet full 

sounding lows and bright and 

transparent highs, not to mention 

beautiful wood grain of ash top on non-

painted areas for a more natural 

organic aesthetic. 

Updated Body Contour 

Deeper belly cut and lower horn cut on 

the back side of the X Series provide 

players with greater comfort and 

optimized playability. 

Spoke Nut Hotrod Truss Rod 

The spoke nut Hotrod truss rod ensures smooth and precise 

setting of the neck bow. Often overlooked by many guitarists, 

the neck bow (or relief) is very critical for the best possible 

playability. This spoke nut truss rod adjustment feature 

allows the player to dial in the exact amount of neck bow 

depending the player’s technique and playing style. 
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Multi Scale (24.75″-25.5″) Frets 

The multi-scale length conforms to how your hand 

moves up and down the neck so that your wrists and 

fingers naturally follow the layout of the frets as you 

move from the low to the high register of the 

fingerboard. For X700 Mutility, the neutral fret (the 

center of the spread of the frets) starts at the zero fret.  

 

Luminlay Side  

and Fingerboard Markers 

The Luminlay dot position markers 

make it easy for players to see the 

fretboard position when performing on 

dark stages. 

Stainless Steel Frets  

Stainless steel frets boast excellent resistance to 

corrosion. The wide and tall fret-type offers a quick 

response, good articulation when playing chords 

and a clear tone when playing single notes. 

Roasted Maple Neck & 

Fingerboard  

By treating the Maple wood in an 

oxygen-free oven at a high temperature, 

the wood stabilizes and develops a 

golden-brownish look for enhanced 

stability as well as a more vintage look 

and big bolder tone. 



X500 is born again with a modern aesthetic and feature upgrades to become the new darker and aggressive X500 

Menace, making it highly suitable for metal and extreme music guitarists. While maintaining the neck-thru-body 

construction for exceptional sustain and high frets access, the X500 Menace now features a more popular maple top 

on mahogany body combination, reverse headstock, 7-piece Maple / Purple Heart / Panga Panga neck and 

compound radius fingerboard, FloydRose® Original tremolo, and Seymour Duncan® Sentient & Nazgul Humbucker set 

for superb playability, sound quality, and that menacing presence the guitarists for extreme genre seek. 

X 5 0 0   M E N A C E 



Mahogany Body Wing  

with Maple Top 

The Maple top on Mahogany body is a 

classic wood combination that simply 

cannot be beat: thick, cutting, warm, rich, 

full and sweet. Combined with the neck-

thru construction, the sustain and tone 

transfer is limitless. 

Seymour Duncan® Sentient & Nazgûl Humbucker Set 

Take your guitar to the center of the earth with the Nazgûl and 

Sentient high output passive humbucker pickups. The Nazgûl 

combines a large ceramic magnet with custom winding specs 

resulting in a perfect blend of note articulation, saturation, pick 

attack, and one of the most brutal “chugs” you’ll ever hear from a 

humbucker. The Sentient neck delivers a balanced, versatile tone 

with pristine cleans and fluid leads under high gain.  

FloydRose® Original Tremolo 

Nothing stays in tune quite like a FloydRose® tremolo system. 

Whether you are dive-bombing, doing extreme harmonic squeal 

pullups or subtle chordal coloration, the Floyd will give you the 

confidence to express your musical ideas without any tuning 

worries. 

Neck-Thru Body Construction 

When it comes to sustain and focused midrange punch and cut, no other neck-body joint method beats neck-thru-body 

construction. Rock-solid stable and super sleek, it is built for speed across the entire range of the fingerboard. 



7-piece Maple / Purple Heart / Panga Panga Neck 

The 7-piece Maple, Purple Heart and Panga Panga neck 

provides rock-solid stability and smooth surface for high-speed 

riffing and soloing with unfettered access to the highest frets 

for superb playability. 

Ebony Fingerboard  

There are many types of woods that are used for 

fingerboard but no other compares to the jet-black 

beauty and slick smoothness of Ebony. 

Compound Radius Fingerboard (12-16”) 

A deluxe feature for players who like to transition from easy 

chording on the low register to high-speed soloing and enhanced 

string-bending on the upper register, the compound radius 

facilitates easier playability so you can focus on your playing. 

Reverse Headstock  

Exclusive for the X500 Menace, the reverse headstock 

presents an unconventional and meaner look over the 

original design. 
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KX507 
KX500MS, the first ever multi-scale guitar 

developed by Cort in 2018, was praised and 

loved by hardcore fans and extreme 

guitarists all over the world. Now it’s back 

with modern updates and a new name, the 

KX507MS. This seven-string beast is now 

equipped with the multi-voiced Fishman® 

Fluence Modern Humbucker set, enabling 

the KX507MS to explore further into 

limitless possibilities in the tonal spectrum. 

The KX507MS also features 25.5” – 27” 

multi-scale frets with the neutral fret now 

on the 8th position for better playability, a 

mesmerizing Poplar Burl top on Mahogany 

body, 5-piece Maple and Purple Heart neck, 

Macassar Ebony fretboard and an updated 

volume and tone knob position for easier 

reach. 

MULTISCALE 



Poplar Burl Top  

on Mahogany Body 

The strikingly figured Poplar Burl top 

and Mahogany body complement 

each other perfectly to produce a 

warm yet punchy high-midrange 

sound that will cut through the mix 

with authority. 

Individual Hardtail Bridge 

Individual hardtail bridge unit for each 

string that feeds through the body results 

in greatly improved sustain, superb string 

separation for greater articulation and 

precise intonation. 

Fishman® Fluence  

Modern Humbucker Set  

for 7-Strings 

Original and totally re-imagined, 

Fishman Fluence pickups are free 

from the hum, noise and frustrating 

inductance issues that plague even 

the most coveted wire wound 

pickups— revealing pure, 

uncorrupted and musical tone. 

1 Volume & 1 Tone Push/Pull Knob  

with 3 Way Pickup Selector 

While maintaining a simple look, the ingenious push/pull 

function on both the volume and tone knob in 

combination with 3 way pickup selector unleashes the 

full potential of the Fishman® Fluence Modern 

Humbucker set. 

- Volume Knob Push/Pull: Voice1/Voice2 

- Tone Knob Push/Pull: Full Humbucker/Coil-Split 



5pcs Maple and Purple Heart Neck 

The 5-piece Maple and Purple Heart neck not only 

provides strength and stability but a strong and focused 

sound in conjunction with the body’s acoustic resonance.  

7-String Multi-Scale (25.5” – 27”) 

Get tight and punchy low-end for the low-B and low-E 

strings with the extended scale length while maintaining 

the familiar feel and tension on the treble strings for 

speedy runs and string-bending. The neutral fret is now 

on the 8th position for more natural spread angle of the 

frets, ensuring better playability even on the lower frets.  

Spoke Nut Hotrod Truss Rod 

The spoke nut Hotrod truss rod ensures smooth and precise setting of the neck bow. Often overlooked by many 

guitarists, the neck bow (or relief) is very critical for the best possible playability. This spoke nut truss rod 

adjustment feature allows the player to dial in the exact amount of neck bow depending the player’s technique 

and playing style.  

Macassar Ebony Fingerboard 

Very similar to rosewood in both looks and sound, the 

Macassar Ebony produces a deep rich sound with sweet 

yet cutting highs. The new “Raindrop” fingerboard inlay 

designed specifically for this model provides a distinctive 

look. 
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Sunset TC 
The Sunset TC is a unique hybrid design that incorporates the look and features of two types of iconic solidbody electric 

guitars. The combination of twangy bridge pickup with fat soapbar type neck pickup produces a wealth of classic sounds 

ideal for classic rock, blues, country, pop, and funk, making it a simple yet versatile instrument for the roots-oriented 

player. The newly added redesigned multi-ply black pickguard as well as the distinct multi-block fingerboard inlays 

makes adequate addition to the vintage vibe that the Sunset TC already possesses. 



S  O  U  N  D    D  E  M  O 
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Ash Body 

Ash is one of the most popular and widely-used woods for solid-

body electric guitars and basses. It is light weight but has a 

surprisingly strong, tight and punchy sound with emphasis on 

the high-midrange. This character makes Ash a beloved 

tonewood of discriminating guitarists who want a strong 

fundamental tone that will cut through and be heard clearly in 

the mix. The natural beauty of Ash with its distinctive grain 

patterns make it ideal for transparent and natural finishes. 

Vintage Style Fixed Bridge 

The fixed bridge with vintage styled saddles ensures superb tuning 

stability and long sustain. 

Hard Maple Neck with Jatoba Fingerboard 

The contrasting combination of warmth from the Jatoba 

fretboard and solid brightness from the Maple neck 

produces a balanced tone with mid-high accents when 

combined the Ash body. 

Cort® Voiced Tone VT90 & Duncan Designed TE-103B 

To get that authentic T-style twang and P90-style bark, the Cort 

developed Voiced Tone VT90 and Duncan Designed TE-103B pickups 

are installed for a myriad of sounds ideal for roots-oriented musical 

genres and styles. The TE-103B features a stacked coil design for 

hum-free operation even with raging overdrive sounds. 

https://vimeo.com/460058184
https://vimeo.com/460058184


X   S E R I E S 
N E W   C H A N G E S 

New Contour - Back Side 

CURRENT NEW 

New Shape for Body and Head 

CURRENT NEW 

Other Changes 



G250 

Other Changes 

Champagne Gold Metallic 

Silver Metallic 

KX500 Etched 

Etched Deep Violet 

X100 

Open Pore Black Cherry 

NEW COLORS 

NEW COLOR 

NEW COLOR 



2021 PRODUCT INFORMATION 

BASSES 



Artisan 
A5 Beyond 
The A5 Beyond is the realization of 

Cort’s bold vision on innovative 

modern bass concepts. 

 

Carrying over the popular specs from 

the previously best-selling A5 Plus 

SCMS model, the new A5 Beyond 

features single-cutaway body design 

for enhanced body-neck balance and 

35.5”-34” multi-scale frets for superb 

playability and focused lower register 

sounds.  

 

Newly added to A5 Beyond is the 

beautiful Bubinga top that boasts 

lush reddish color and deep sustain 

with warm even notes and bright 

midrange tone that complements 

the solid sounding Ash body.  

The result is a state-of-the-art  

Bass for the most 

Discriminating musician. 

Single Cutaway 
Multi-Scale Bass 

 

The single cutaway body shape 

improves the body-neck 

balance and longer sustain 

while adding comfort and 

providing unfettered access to 

the high frets. The multi-scale 

produces more tension for the 

low strings, resulting in a 

tighter and more focused lower 

register sounds. 
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Neck-thru Body  
Construction 

When it comes to punch and 

sustain, nothing beats neck-

thru-body construction. The 

strings vibrate across the body 

and neck in coherent and 

linear manner, maximizing the 

tightness of the low-end with 

rich mids and singing highs. 

5pcs Maple &  
Panga Panga Neck 

The strength and brightness of 

Maple is ideally balanced with 

the warm midrange of Panga 

Panga, resulting in superb 

playability, feel and tonal 

definition. 

Bubinga top on Ash Body 

Classic body tonewood Ash is combined with reddish 

bronze-like Bubinga top to strike an ideal balance 

between the traditional and the modern - both in 

looks and in sound. 

Panga Panga  
Fingerboard 

An African hardwood, 

Panga Panga has 

characteristics of Wenge 

and produces a tight and 

coherent sound that mates 

extremely well with the 

instrument’s multi-laminate 

neck. 



Hipshot® Ultralite Machine Heads 

A5 Beyond is equipped with Hipshot® Ultralite machine heads (classic 

20:1 tuning ratio) that is made of cast zinc with aluminum strings posts 

and mounting nuts, resulting in 30% weight reduction over other 

regular tuners and which results in improved balance and tuning 

accuracy. 

 

Individual Hardtail Bridge 

Each string has its own dedicated hardtail bridge unit, greatly improving 

string separation and reducing crosstalk for greatly enhanced 

articulation and definition. 

 

Bartolini® MK-1 Pickups 

The trademark Bartolini® sound is preserved in the MK-1 while 

providing outstanding sound quality and value. The MK-1 

delivers plenty of punchy and warm mids along with transparent 

and brilliant highs for a superbly balanced sound. 

 

Bartolini® MK-1 Preamp 

Bartolini®’s renowned MK-1 preamp provides powerful yet 

transparent boost along with its trademark crisp high-end. The 

MK-1 transfers the natural liveliness of the bass through a 

flexible 3-band equalizer for a variety of applications ranging 

from studio recording to large concert halls. It also provides a 

switchable active/passive mode for a powerful modern active 

sound or an organic traditional passive sound. 



Artisan 
C5 Plus OVMH 

The true workhorse of our celebrated Artisan Series, 

the Artisan C4 Plus receives some significant feature 

upgrades that will satisfy long-time fans and new 

players alike, including the familiar rounder body 

shape that was only found in our premium Artisan A 

models, a brand new MetalCraft M bridge with 

versatile string loading system, and a gorgeous looking 

Ovangkol top in antique brown burst color for that 

natural classy vintage look. 

Ovangkol Top with Maple  
Center on Mahogany Body 

 

The luxurious aesthetics of Ovangkol 

consisting of cinnamon-brown with darker 

streaks of color is hard to resist. Known as a 

great overall tone wood, Ovangkol shares 

similar tone characteristics as Rosewood and 

Bubinga with a slightly fuller midrange and a 

top end that’s not quite bright sounding, but 

the strategically placed maple in the center 

makes up for the missing highs. The 

combination of Ovangkol and Maple top, 

together with warmer sounding Mahogany 

body provides a perfect mixture of 

balanced tone. 
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Artisan Series Body Shape 

A rounder body shape is applied for the iconic unified look that the premium 

Artisan Series are known for, also providing much better ergonomic comfort. 

 

Canadian Hard Maple Neck 

The stiffness and strength of Canadian Hard Maple neck not only provides 

stability but contributes punch and brilliance to the overall tone of the 

instrument. 

Bartolini® MK-1 Pickups 

The trademark Bartolini® sound is preserved in the MK-1 while providing 

outstanding sound quality and value. The MK-1 delivers plenty of punchy and 

warm mids along with transparent and brilliant highs for a superbly balanced 

sound. 

Markbass® MB-1 Preamp 

The Markbass® MB-1 preamp provides a very natural and transparent boost 

that does not color the organic nature or resonance of the instrument’s 

woods. The combination of crystal clarity and natural warmth exudes a 

passive feel with smooth lows, full-bodied mids, and bell-like highs. 

MetalCraft M Bridge 
The solid, high-mass MetalCraft M bridge was developed 

with more focus on ease-of-use and greater tone transfer. 

Depending on the thickness of the strings, the dual string 

loading system allows the strings to be loaded either 

through the body or from the top to find the best optimal 

string tension, resulting in enhanced sustain, greater 

playability and focused sound. Another big improvement 

for the tone transfer is the deep individual slots that hold 

the saddles rock-tight, preventing any unwanted 

movement and allows string vibrations to correctly transfer 

to the body. MetalCraft M4 & M5 now come with string 

spacing of 19mm (M4) and 0.750” (18mm),(M5). 



GB24JJ 
For 20 years, the GB Series has been one of 

the most popular in the Cort bass lineup. 

From entry-level basses for beginners to 

professional bassists seeking a premium 

bass, the GB Series can continue its role to 

serve demands of today’s complex playing 

styles. GB24JJ is equipped with the time-

tested classic features that is suitable for 

multiple music genres, plus the striking 

flamed maple top for enhanced aesthetics. 
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Poplar Body with Flamed Maple Top 

The lush flamed maple top provides a classy premium look that can only 

be found on higher priced instruments. Poplar used for the body is 

considered to be similar to Alder in tone, providing full-bodied 

resonance with a meaty tone. 

 

Ergonomic Neck Joint 

Designed and implemented to facilitate easy access to the upper 

register of the fingerboard, the new Ergonomic Neck Joint increases 

playing comfort while reducing tendon stress and awkward wrist and 

finger positions. Now you can solo away and reach the highest notes 

with confidence as well as having greatly improved playability. 

Canadian Hard Maple Neck 

The Canadian hard maple neck provides power and stability as well as 

contributing a warm, beefy and punchy tone with a strong upper 

midrange. Dense and rigid yet with just the right amount of tactile 

flexibility, it responds sensitively to your picking attack and slapping 

techniques with plenty of articulation and power. 

Cort® Powersound JJ Style Pickup Set 

The time-tested versatile J-style pickup set in the neck position provides 

silky smooth natural tone while in the bridge position adds clarity, 

articulation and a singing character to the bass. Dial in the best blend to 

get a wide variety of great useful bass sounds that will adapt to virtually 

any musical genre and style. 



A5 Ultra Ash 5 STRINGS 

Other Changes 

A4 Plus FMMH NEW COLOR 

Open Pore Blue Black 

Artisan C Series - New Body shape 

CURRENT NEW 



2021 PRODUCT INFORMATION 

ACOUSTIC GUITARS 



Cort®’s new premium series of all-solid acoustic guitars, the Core Series features the very best materials, 

components and workmanship for instruments that will improve with age like fine wine. If the utmost sound quality 

is your top priority, then you need to look no further than the Core Series. 

N E W   P R E M I U M    A L L – S O L I D   A C O U S T I C S 

Core-OC 
All Mahogany Core-OC 

Spruce Core-OC 
All Blackwood 



S  O  U  N  D    D  E  M  O 

Developed in accordance with recent acoustic guitar market trends, this model features not only mahogany back and 

sides but mahogany top as well. Although darker sounding than spruce, mahogany produces a warmer tone with a full 

rich mid-range. 

Core-OC All Mahogany 

The characteristic of the blackwood is similar to the mixture of several tonewoods. Rich low-end of mahogany, the 

brightness of maple and the ideal overtone of rosewood. Blackwood is good for both strumming and fingering, and 

better if used for soundboard. 

Core-OC All Blackwood 

Spruce provides an ideal balance between strength and flexibility, hence its overwhelming popularity as the wood of 

choice for tops of acoustic guitars. The beloved mahogany wood has been a standard for back and sides on premium 

acoustics for many decades. 

Core-OC Spruce 
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Cort’s new Core Series acoustic guitars are designed with simplicity in mind. Our main goal was to shed away any 

non-essential flashy features and stay focused on what truly makes acoustic guitars great. The result is an all-solid 

acoustic guitar, built with Cort’s world-class craftsmanship, that looks simple yet elegant with great playability 

and natural acoustic sound. The new Core Series is sure to deliver the performance and tone every player has 

envisioned in a great acoustic guitar. 

The Core Essential 

Installed internally without cutting out any of the woods, 

the Sonitone EQ system retains all the natural resonance 

and the pure acoustic sound that other systems can’t. The 

controls are simple to use as well with only Volume and 

Tone. 

Fishman® Sonitone 

The new Deluxe Soft-Side Case is not only stylish and sleek but combines 

the best attributes of a hard case with the flexibility of a padded gig-bag 

for superb protection for the instrument as well as excellent portability. 

Exclusive Deluxe Soft-Side Case 



GOLD-EDGE 
The Cort Gold series is designed with a total focus on sound, but now with the introduction of the Gold-Edge, we are 

proud to say that the focus and dedication has expanded to push the limits on ergonomics and playability. Cort’s 

decades of technological advancements and guitar building knowledge sparked the development of the ‘triple bevel 

cut’ system, and with the right amount of angle and depth for each bevel cuts  on three different strategic areas of 

the guitar body, acoustic guitar playing has never felt more comfortable. Together with selected master grade 

tonewoods, L.R. Baggs Anthem pickup system, and the top-of-the-line Gold standard build and sound quality, the 

Gold-Edge LE is the true golden result of tradition and innovation. 

Ribrest Bevel 

Armrest Bevel 

Cutaway Bevel 



Triple Bevel Cut  

The triple bevel cut was designed to give maximum 

comfort to the players. Carefully calculated bevel 

cuts have been applied to three strategic areas 

(armrest, cutaway, and ribrest) of the guitar body 

making sure that the areas where the guitar touches 

the player’s body is as ergonomically shaped as 

possible.  

L.R. Baggs® Antham 

The L.R. Baggs® Anthem pickup/preamp system delivers the pure acoustic 

vibrations of the instrument to the amplifier and PA without any coloration. 

Unneeded feedback can also be easily and effectively controlled through 

minimalistic controls that do not interfere with the look of the instrument. 

Aged to Vintage Top  

A vintage instrument is the holy grail of 

acoustic guitar tone. The wood on the top 

cures and opens up more over time. This 

unleashes a tonal quality that is missing in 

new instruments — until now. Using a special 

process that we call ATV (Aged To Vintage) 

we treat the solid sitka spruce top to give it 

that big and open tone of a decades-old, 

highly-sought-after acoustic. This torrefaction 

process delivers that amazing tone to you 

right out of the box. 



Ebony Bridge Pins  

The high density of Ebony wood keeps the fundamental 

acoustic sound focused and tight with greater sonic projection 

than plastic, enhancing the transfer of the string vibrations 

throughout the soundboard top, body and the neck. 

Ebony Fingerboard 

There are many types of woods that are used for 

fingerboard but no other compares to the jet-black beauty 

and slick smoothness of Ebony. 

Solid Myrtlewood Back & Sides  

Fitting for a Limited Edition, the back and sides are of Master 

Grade solid Myrtlewood for a bright yet smooth and warm 

sound. Clear and powerful, it emphasizes the high-mids for 

excellent articulation. Myrtlewood’s figuring gets better and 

better with higher grades and this model features the highest 

grade possible. 



GOLD-OC8 
The new Gold-OC8 was developed in order to meet the demand for top-tier quality guitar from players who seek a 

comfortable OM sized body with 43mm (1 11/16”) nut width. The hallmark of Cort’s Gold series is the Aged to Vintage 

(ATV) treatment that allows the Master Grade solid Sitka spruce top to cure and open up more over time. ATV acts as 

a torrefaction process, giving the Gold-OC8 a big, open tone that’s bright yet natural with a strong and warm 

midrange that’s reinforced by the solid Pau Ferro back and sides. A sonically enhanced UV finish is added to protect 

both the instrument and enhance tonal quality and Fishman®’s innovative Flex Blend System offers a wide range of 

sonic control along with a built-in tuner. 



S  O  U  N  D    D  E  M  O 

The Gold-OC8 features a classic OM cutaway body 

style. This body style initially developed in the 1920’s 

captures the prized pre-war era tone that is often 

sought after. Sonically it delivers a sound that is 

larger than its compact size would hint at and with a 

level of dynamic responsiveness that makes it a joy to 

play. 

OM Cutaway Body 

A vintage instrument is the holy grail of acoustic guitar 

tone. The wood on the top cures and opens up more 

over time. This unleashes a tonal quality that is missing 

in new instruments – until now. Using a special process 

we call ATV (Aged To Vintage), we treat the solid sitka 

spruce top to give it that big and open tone of a 

decades-old, highly-sought-after acoustic. This 

torrefaction process delivers that amazing tone to you 

right out of the box. 

Aged to Vintage (ATV) 

*Password: cort2021 
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Featuring superior strength and dense grains along with the flexibility to resonate freely, the premium grade solid Sitka 

spruce top on the Gold Series is ideal for virtually any musical genre with a brilliant and clear high-end, warm and rich 

midrange, and a deep but tight low-end for a beautifully balanced sound. 

Torrefied Solid Sitka Spruce Top (Master Grade) 

With a sophisticated modern design and innovative technical 

engineering, the Fishman® Flex Blend System offers a wide 

range of sonic control along with a built-in tuner. Volume, 

Tone, Phase, Blend and Tuner functions are all available from 

three knobs and the tuner display. You can also adjust the 

Tone knob to best suit fingerpicking or strumming techniques 

without feedback issues and other sonic anomalies while 

delivering the most natural acoustic sound to your 

amplification system. 

Fishman® Flex Blend Preamp System 

Pau Ferro, also known as Morado, Santos Rosewood or Bolivian Rosewood, boasts many of the qualities that are 

highly regarded in tonewood that is close to Indian Rosewood. It is stable, abrasion resistant, stiff, attractive, exotic 

and has good impression strength parallel to the grain. 

Solid Pau Ferro Back and Sides 



The slim 83mm*83mm depth body was designed with playing 

comfort in mind. The arched back compensates for the shallower 

depth to provide a bigger and more open sound. 

Slim Body Depth with Arched Back 

The Fishman® Presys II Preamp with 2-band equalization, built-

in tuner and a Phase switch for effective tone shaping and 

noiseless operation during live performances. 

Fishman® Presys II 

Oregon Myrtle, also known as California Bay Laurel or Pepperwood, ranges in color from blonde-yellow to taupe and 

makes very nice guitars. No two sets look alike, thus each guitar built is an original! Tonally it is similar to Maple, clear 

and bright with nice projection, but it is much easier to bend than Maple. 

All-Myrtlewood Body 

S  O  U  N  D    D  E  M  O 
*Password: cort2021 
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Little CJ Adirondack 

The Little CJ in a ¾ -sized jumbo body is now built with solid 

Adirondack spruce top. Stronger and denser than Sitka spruce, 

the Adirondack spruce is characterized by broad dynamics as 

well as articulation and smoothness at high volume. Other 

features include Mahogany back and sides, Mahogany neck, 

Ovangkol fingerboard, 23.5” (597mm) scale length, Fishman 

Presys II electronics and a gig bag. The body’s unique arched 

back not only provides greater comfort but a fuller and richer 

sound. The V-shape neck profile also makes playing easier for 

players with small hands. With classic and premium features 

in a compact package, the Little CJ Adirondack is not only 

easy to play for musicians with smaller physique, it is also 

extremely portable for you to take virtually anywhere. 

Stronger and denser than Sitka Spruce, the Adirondack Spruce 

is characterized by broad dynamics as well as articulation and 

smoothness at high volume. The elastic tactile response suits 

both aggressive strumming and precise flatpicking. 

Solid Adirondack Spruce Top 

The smaller size makes it ideal for the mobile musician or for 

the casual hobbyist who wants to take a good-sounding 

acoustic on vacation or business travel. 

¾  Jumbo Body 

The Fishman® Presys II Preamp with 2-band equalization, built-in 

tuner and a Phase switch for effective tone shaping and noiseless 

operation during live performances. 

Fishman® Presys II 



Earth Mini E Adirondack 

The Earth Series is Cort’s homage to the great vintage 

acoustic guitars, representing the look, sound, feel and 

playability of the finest instruments with 

uncompromising quality. Earth Mini E Adirondack is a 

3/4 sized mini dreadnought with premium solid 

Adirondack Spruce top for enhanced dynamics and 

articulation. Designed for extreme portability, you can 

now take the premium sounds of solid Adirondack 

Spruce top with you anywhere you go. Also equipped is 

the Cort® CE304T electronics system with 3-band EQ 

for stage performances. 

Includes a 3-band EQ for tonal flexibility and a built-in LED tuner for 

convenience. This high-value EQ system delivers a rich midrange with 

clear transparent highs. 

Cort® CE304T 

Stronger and denser than Sitka Spruce, the Adirondack Spruce 

is characterized by broad dynamics as well as articulation and 

smoothness at high volume. The elastic tactile response suits 

both aggressive strumming and precise flatpicking. 

Solid Adirondack Spruce Top 

The smaller size makes it ideal for the mobile musician or for 

the casual hobbyist who wants to take a good-sounding 

acoustic on vacation or business travel. The 3/4 size also suits 

female players and children alike. Body depth is 82 - 101mm. 

¾  Sized Mini Dreadnought Body 



JADE E NYLON 

Classical Body Size with Deep Cutaway  Designed 

for players with smaller physique, the petite sized classical 

body type is comfortable for extended playing sessions.  The 

deep cutaway makes accessing the high frets a breeze. 

Cort® CE304T  Includes a 3-band EQ for tonal flexibility and 

a built-in LED tuner for convenience. This high-value EQ 

system delivers a rich midrange with clear transparent highs. 

S  O  U  N  D    D  E  M  O 
*Password: cort2021 

The new Jade E Nylon is Cort’s modern take on 

the oldest form of guitar, using a smaller 

classical-size body with modern neck specs to 

create a hybrid nylon string guitar that is most 

suitable for today’s guitarists who may find 

traditional classical guitars difficult to get used 

to. Jade E Nylon delivers great balanced sound 

and easier playability with a thinner neck and 

deeper cutaway for experienced players and 

beginners alike. Also equipped is the Cort® 

CE304T electronics system with 3-band EQ for 

stage performances. 

https://vimeo.com/460053097
https://vimeo.com/460053097


AC200 ¾  
The traditional classical AC models have been re-

engineered to improve resonance for an authentic 

classical guitar sound. The optimal combination of 

tonewoods yields a traditional, deep and delightfully 

mellow tone. AC200 ¾  has a smaller body size and 

shortened scale to help novice players on their 

journey, but features SOLID Spruce top, Mahogany 

back and sides, and Savarez Cristal Corum strings for 

an authentic pro-level tones and playing experience. 

3/4 Sized Mini Body  The downsized body makes the 

guitar very portable for travel while delivering a big sound 

that belies its size. Ideal for novice players and players with 

smaller physique, its body depth measures 82-87mm. 

Savarez® Cristal Corum Strings  

This set of Savarez Cristal Corum 500CJ high-tension nylon guitar strings includes 

Corum polished-silver-wound basses with Cristal trebles. If you prefer a higher 

tension playing feel, then this 500CJ set is perfect for you. 

Traditional Fan Bracing 

Traditional classical guitar fan bracing is used internally to maximize the 

vibrational characteristics of nylon strings. 

※ Made in Indonesia at PT Cort Factory 



CJ-Retro NEW COLOR 

Other Changes 

Vintage Black Matte 

AF590MF NEW COLOR 

Open Pore 

AB590MF NEW COLOR 

Open Pore 


